
Dear Tim 
At the recent meeting at St Paul’s you thankfully asked some searching questions but the answers were 
few and not really on the mark it seems to me. 
 
In Millom where I have been working for the past fourteen months and  in Kirkby in Furness and Dalton I 
see little enthusiasm for this clusters between Anglican, Methodist and United Reform in a formal 
framework. Yes, people Ok sharing this or that but any talk of formal clusters and their eyes glaze over. 
 
Is there a  miss- match between where the three or four leaders of the churches are in the county and 
the majority of people or am I just in an unusual bubble around the estuary-though I think not talking to 
churchwardens and others in churches north of the county. Some people don’t seem to have discussed 
it. 
 
In all the talk of ministers there seems to be little said about the 150 Readers  the Anglican church has-
people who have given years to be trained and who the church have spent money training-they are like 
a silent army of ministers in this planning–why? 
 
The vast army of retired clergy who do such a great job also seemed not to be mentioned almost as if 
they don’t exist or are not very active-my experience is that they very much are in many places-why are 
they not spoken of as part of the situation with falling numbers of paid clergy-not to mention NSMs etc. 
 
330 plus ministers between Readers and Retired clergy. Not sure how many URC ministers but the one I 
was speaking with at Barrow thought about 14/16 in the County. 
 
In Millom the Baptists work closely with Methodists and Salvation Army and have done for years. The 
Roman Catholic Church is the key player for the Anglicans in Millom it would seem. 
My dear late mum was 51% Methodist and 49% Anglican. Although a baptised in the Anglican church I 
went for two years to the Methodist Sunday School as a child and have many times shared with 
Methodists-but you can only share with those who want to share or cluster with those who wish to 
cluster it would seem. 
 
Is finance driving this more than it ought to I wonder. I was a general manager in the Motor Industry for 
many years  and I am very used to bottom- line figures’ but they are the results of, not the controlling 
factor. 
 
I wonder why people are reluctant to speak? Perhaps they are not and I just haven’t been talking with 
the right people. 
 
I would welcome your thoughts. In the meantime I will work to do my best towards trying to cluster 
Anglicans and others. 
 
Thanks for your down to earth clear thinking and enthusiasm in the Lord’s work. Thank goodness He is in 
charge of it all. 
Malcolm Cowan 
 
  



Dear Malcolm, 
 
Thanks for this – it is all very helpful. I do think that forming Mission Communities is much more about 
'synergetic-relationship' than simply carving up the current deaneries.  What I mean by this is that the 
only way that we are going to be motivated into mission is to recognise what is good and growing and 
bring it together as makes most sense and look at how to prune that which is not growing to enable new 
growth to be nurtured as opportunities arise. 
 
This whole initiative has to be driven by the desire for mission and growth of disciples.  Obviously 
finance plays its part – we can only allocate funds that we have and we must allocate them as best we 
can to resource mission.  The Mission Community principle is fairly simple – it draws together a few 
existing congregations ('churches') of disciples under renewed leadership (clerical and lay) to both grow 
them and plant new ones that will see the Kingdom grow and continue to fulfil the Great Commission. 
 
If I'm honest (and I am trying to be as honest as I can be wherever I go to lead the exploration of this 
strategy) this actually all starts with the hearts and minds of the existing leaders and followers – the 
disciples!  My greatest concern is that all we end up doing is regrouping to do more of the same … which 
will result in more of the same (decline and death!)  Whereas most of us clergy around my age wish we 
could just stick to doing what we have always done, we must face the fact that if we keep on doing what 
we are doing we will keep on getting what we are getting!  The great temptation is to just reorder things 
slightly, make a few adjustments and just hope people come back to church for Eucharists on a Sunday 
morning – with all their children! 
 
So – the heart, faith, determination, willingness-to-change, etc is so much more important than just 
establishing a new grouping of churches and leaders.  If the shape of the Mission Communities is formed 
by faith, hope, love and good old common-sense (the greatest spiritual gift in my mind) and there is a 
good core of clerical and lay leadership in each one, then we will see great things grow …. And this will 
look different according to each unique Mission Community across the County. 
 
Hope some of that helps!!  I have copied all this to the MSFAG group so that they can take on board all 
that you (and I) have said here. 
 
I look forward to the ongoing journey. 
 
Yours, 
 
 
Tim 
 
Canon Tim Montgomery 
Bishop's Adviser for Leadership & Mission Carlisle Diocese 
 


